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Here is our top 10 list of simple things to add into your day to  
decrease stress and add more colour and aliveness. These 
things take no time out of your schedule, but add so much! 

1Find something beautiful around you and observe it. 
Get lost in it.  It can be a sunset, a nature scene, a 
work of art or photograph, an animal, or a loved 
one’s face.  It can be as small as a leaf or as large as 
the sky itself. Once you start looking for beautiful 
things, you will see them more and more. 

Looking at something beautiful has a interesting 
effect. It makes time slow down. The fears about the 
future and the ruminating about the past both fade 
away and you get drawn in to the present moment. 
As your attention gets absorbed into the thing of 
beauty, your focus is off of your problems, in fact, 
your focus is off of yourself entirely.  A natural 
feeling of appreciation and connection wells up from 
your very core. You don’t have to force a positive 
feeling; it just bubbles up all on its own.

Look at Something Beautiful.  



 

2Do something that you’ve always done, but in a new 
way. Take a bath instead of a shower. Use a 
different soap. Make your eggs differently. Take a 
different route to work. Back the car into your 
parking spot. Pick up groceries in a new store. Make 
something different for supper. Sleep on the other 
side of the bed. Pick something you normally do in 
your day, and do it differently. 

Doing something differently stretches yourself. It 
gets you out of your rut. You don’t have to always 
do it differently, as that would be just creating a new 
rut.  The magic is in challenging yourself and trying. 
Once you are more flexible in your daily rut, your 
mind can be more flexible as well, making it easier 
to learn new things, see other perspectives, and 
discover new opportunities.

Do Something Differently.



 

3Self-regulation can be a good and healthy thing, but when you 
deny yourself things because you “don’t deserve them”, you 
can damage your self-esteem.  

Don’t wait until you lose 10 lb. before you buy that pair of 
jeans. Buy a great pair right now.  

Take a break even though your project isn’t coming together as 
planned. 

Enjoy a light snack. Don’t starve yourself because you are not 
the weight you wish you were.  

Spend some time with the family even though your budget is 
tight. 

When you put the effort in to care for yourself - not 
necessarily indulge yourself - you are sending the message to 
your mind and spirit that you deserve to be cared for and 
loved. This repairs your self-esteem and it tells yourself that 
you are good enough right now.  Not only when you lose 10 lb. 
Not only when the work is done. Not only when you make 
more money.  You deserve good things right now, because you 
are good enough right now.

Do Something You “Don’t Deserve”.



 

4There is so much out there that is deemed good for 
you. The problem is that there is so much out there, 
it can become overwhelming. You may be trying to 
do it all, failing, and then end up doing none of it.  
Instead of going down that road, try picking one 
thing. And then do it.  

This could be flossing, drinking more water, eating 
slower, turning your phone off before getting in bed, 
going to bed earlier, meditating, or taking a walk. 
Don’t try to do it all. Just try doing one. You may 
even try something different each day, and that is 
great. 

You know that one thing that you do is good for you 
and it is going to feel good. It will be good for your 
physical body, your mind, and your spirit. You will 
know that you are doing something to care for 
yourself and it will brighten your day.

Do Something that You Know  
is Good For You.  



 

5Have you ever felt like you had a thousand things whirling 
through your mind? All the things you have to get done that 
next day, week, month, or year. It can feel very overwhelming, 
not only to have such a long list, but also to remember the entire 
list. 

Write it out. Make a list of things you have to do. Write this list 
to include everything, big and small. This will free up your mind 
to do other things than remember what you have to do.  

Once it is all written out, don’t do the most complex task; 
instead, find the easiest thing on that list and do it. It can be as 
simple as you want, like moving the laundry to the dryer. Once 
you have done this super-easy task, it’s the fun part: scratch it 
off the list.   

The truth is, whether you put it on the list or not, you were going 
to move the laundry to the dryer anyway.  But when you get to 
scratch it off your list, it will feel so productive and fulfilling.  

Now do the next easiest thing on your list. In this way, your list 
of things to do will actually get done - in a more fun and fulfilling 
manner.

Make a List. 



 

6You know there is something that you love to do. You don’t just love 
it, you get lost in it and it leaves you feeling energized and 
invigorated.  Maybe it is a hobby, a craft, or a pastime. Maybe it is 
reading, walking, baking, playing with the kids. Maybe it is 
something that you do for work. Whether you get paid for it or not 
doesn’t matter, as the act of doing it is enough reward on its own. It 
makes your soul sing. 

Things like TV and social media are quite entertaining for a short 
while, but it is important that you do not allow these things to take 
the place of what truly makes your soul sing and builds you as a 
person. 

If you don’t know what makes your soul sing, find it. It is out there. 
If you follow the nudges that your heart gives you, you will find it.  
You don’t have to make this new thing your career; you just need to 
spend some time doing it.   

Just doing that which makes your soul sing has many benefits. Your 
body releases hormones that leave you feeling content, your mind 
gets to relax and have fun, and your soul feels listened to and 
appreciated. Instead of a day filled with things you have to do, you 
get to have something in your day that you truly want to do.

Do Something that Makes Your Soul Sing.  



 

7You probably have certain things that you just won’t do. Maybe 
you don’t want to be the volunteer at an event. Maybe you don’t 
want to get on stage. Maybe you don’t want to use that new piece 
of equipment. Maybe you don’t want to try something new.  

I get it. I really do. Fear tries to keep me from doing anything new 
as well.  

It is ok to want to stay in your comfort zone; that is why it is there 
in the first place. But if you always stay in your comfort zone, you 
can never grow. Your comfort zone only grows when you get out 
of it.  

No one is suggesting that you have to do everything that scares 
you, but it is good for you to try. For the most part, the things that 
you are afraid of are not life-threatening, so you will survive.  But 
not only will you survive leaving your comfort zone, you will thrive.  

When you leave your comfort zone for a time and then return, you 
grow. You stretch your comfort zone and develop what I call an “I 
can” attitude. You show to yourself that you can do these things. 
You can return safely. You can surprise yourself. You can stretch. 
You can grow. You can do amazing things.

Do Something that Scares You.



 

8The easiest gift to give is a compliment. It is the 
most cost-effective and the longest-lasting. It can 
make such a profound impact that it can literally 
save someone’s life.  

As good as it feels to get a compliment, it feels 
pretty great to give one as well. Giving a 
compliment from the heart keeps you humble and 
honest. It fills you with appreciation for someone 
else, as it gets your mind off of yourself and your 
own problems. Compliments make both parties feel 
good and appreciated, thus fostering connection. 

The key is to give compliments honestly and from 
the heart. Don’t give a compliment to get one back. 
Don’t give a compliment to receive a thank-you. Just 
give a compliment to share how much you really 
appreciate someone. 

Give a Compliment.  



 

9You cannot do everything yourself. As much as you 
want to avoid inconveniencing others, it is 
sometimes necessary to ask for help. This may be to 
help you with the dishes, with your project at work, 
or with completing your list of things to do. 

Asking for help gives you a dose of humble pie and 
minimizes the martyr complex, which is where you 
suffer alone through your work to look good and 
receive recognition. The martyr complex leads to 
resentment. Asking for help and working with 
others to complete a task can decrease that 
resentment, and foster connection and teamwork. 
Asking others for help is a sign that you appreciate 
yourself enough to ask, and it gives you the 
opportunity to appreciate others.  

Asking for help can be a challenging thing to do, but 
it can have huge rewards in brightening your day.

Ask For Help.  



 

10Each day, you probably wake up with an urge to do 
something. Maybe it is to clean out a drawer. Maybe it is 
to phone someone. Maybe it is to make a certain thing for 
supper. Whatever it is that your heart is calling you to do, 
try to do it.  

Be sure that you know the difference between what your 
heart is telling you to do and what your brain is telling you 
to do. Your brain will tell you to do things to make you look 
good.  Your heart will give you nudges to guide you on 
your true path.  No one really knows where the heart will 
lead until one follows. Perhaps in the drawer you clean 
out, there will be that phone number. When you call your 
old friend up, maybe they have a business proposition. 
Who knows? 

Following the nudges from your heart is rewarding and 
fun. It brings a sense of purpose and excitement to life 
that those who are used to following their brains miss out 
on. It may not always be as grand as a career change, but 
it may be as simple as a good day.

Follow What Fills Your Heart. 



 

We know that some days seem brighter than others. But 
with the tools above, you can make the best out of each 
day. You cannot always choose what happens to you, but 
you can always choose how you respond.  

While these tools do not face your challenges head on, 
they help you to be the person strong and empowered 
enough to rise to each challenge as it comes.  

We envision a world where each person has the tools and 
knowledge to be empowered to conquer their own stress.  

Here’s to Conquering Stress, 

The Stress Experts 

P.S. If you want more like this, try our 42 Day Choice 
Challenge!
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